Swing Trader
4 Expert Rules for
Every Swing Trade
The whole idea behind any kind of trading
is that we want to make money on every
trade. That is a good goal; but we also
know that things just will not go your way
every time. One of the major benefits of
Swing Trading is that this method gives us
enough control to take every trade to an
optimal conclusion.
To reach that optimal conclusion let’s
stack the deck in our favor and look at four
reasons to get out of a Swing Trade. Even when we do not win, we can
still manage the trade to make sure that we are always arriving at the
best outcome based on the hand that the market deals us.

Reason #1: Our Trading Goal Has Been Reached
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This is the best reason to get out of a Swing Trade! In our course, we
show how to establish reachable profit targets that help us lock in solid
profits in the matter of days. Once you reach that goal, get out!

Reason #2: Our Loss Stop Has Been Reached
One of the major advantages to Swing Trading is that we can
control our risk on every trade. Even when we have the best trading
opportunities, market factors out of our control can sometimes set us
back. Our course shows how to mitigate potential losses and protect
our capital.

“I’ve made $1,312 in
the past two days!
I’ve made $1,312 in the past
two days using this bundle.
”

Reason #3: Our Reason for Entering the Trade is No Longer Valid
Every Swing Trade we take is due to the evidence that we should
expect a short term move in our favor. But there are times when we
lose this edge based on market activity. We dive into the details to
show you how to determine if our edge still exists and how to deal with
the trade if we lose our edge.

Reason #4: Our Trade Loses Energy
When Swing Trading, we want to take advantage of the inherent
energy of our setup. But trades can lose energy, and it can be difficult
to decide what to do. We will demonstrate how to determine a lack of
energy, and how to “take what the market gives you” if that occurs.
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Swing Trader Alerts
Swing Trade Alerts
Get the Hot Stock
Picks and Trade on
Your Favorite Platform
Join 2 live sessions every week
and stay up to date on the current market.
Jeff Drake and his swing trading team will
apply the Swing Trader method LIVE in
the market!
• Live Information Helps Make the Best
Decisions in the Current Market:
We will look at the daily fluctuations of
the major indexes and determine where
the broad market is likely to go.
• Identify the Hottest Signals from our
Swing Trading Strategies:

Know What To Buy,
When To Buy It, And
When To Sell It

Jeff and his crew will evaluate each
signal and pick their top Stocks. They
will comment on each pick and explain
why they view these trades
as the day’s top candidates.
• Deeper insights from Trade Analysis:
We additionally highlight some trades
that worked – and some that did not.
This “look back” at prior trades helps
us refine and improve our
trading decisions.

Get High Quality
Stock Picks
Delivered To Your
Phone Weekly

Follow Along
and Trade Live
With the Pros

Visit www.nirvanasystems.com/swing-trading-bundle/ to Learn More!
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Swing Trader Plus
Swing Trader Plus - a complete Swing Trading Method including OmniTrader, Nirvana’s powerful
trading platform, the Connors RSI plugin, data, and more!
This dynamic bundle will make you a Swing Trading Master!
A Complete Solution for
the Serious Swing Trade

Learn to Confirm the Most Explosive Swing Trades

Swing Trader Plus is the one
solution you need to find the best
swing trade candidates every single
day, in any market conditions. Get
everything you need to trade, plus
extensive training, and world class
support - all in one place!

Exciting & Useful Training
We have refined all our previous Swing Trading
content to only include what you need to know to
trade the Method in today’s markets. There is no
“filler” material – just the essential knowledge you
need to trade the Method profitably.
Swing Trading Offers A Multitude
of Advantages Including:
• It Only Takes Minutes a Day
• You Know Exactly When to Exit the Trade
• You Can Engage (or Disengage) the Market
Any Time You Want
• It’s Easy to Control Your Losses
• You Can Quickly Adapt to the
Ever-Changing Market
Swing Trader includes a detailed walk-through
of the daily processes:
• Determining The Market Mode
• Confirming The Best Swing Trade Opportunities
• When To Take Profits
• When To Cut Losses
• And More
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The strategies provided in the Ultimate Swing Trading Package bring
great trades to us, and by using sound confirmation techniques such as
this Trendline Bounce on FMC, we can really hone in on the stocks are
that poised for big profits!

Swing Trader Is Designed With
One Goal—To Get You Swing Trading
Successfully In Only A Few Days!

Swing Trader Plus
Swing Trader also looks closely at the trade
management process. While we can use
the exits that are supplied by the included
strategies, there are times when we can really
juice our gains by manually managing the
trade. Jeff will show you specific examples
of taking control of the swing trade and
capturing even greater profits.

Learn When to Stay with a Trade to Maximize Profits

But Swing Trader does
not stop there.
Join Jeff (and the Team) every Monday
afternoon for Swing Trader Alerts - Live
Sessions. Follow along as our expert team
trades the method (see next page for
more details).

You’ll learn when to take profits quickly and when to let your winners run. This dual
pronged approach allows you to maximize your profits.

Swing Trader Plus Bundle Includes:

+
Everything You
Need to Swing
Trade Today

+
Unmatched
Service & Support
for Every Trader

Get Hot Stocks
Picks Delivered
To Your Phone

Visit www.nirvanasystems.com/swing-trading-bundle/ to Learn More!
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